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1 Introdution
Surfae-Penetrati Radar (SPR) is aimed at providing an image of the objets buried in an inaessible host
medium. Suh a senario generally ours in many appliations, ranging from to the searh of objets in the
subsoil [1℄ to through-wall imaging (TWI) [2℄. In order to eetively reonstrut an aurate image of the
investigation area, many methodologies based on x-rays, ultrasonis, eddy urrents, or mirowaves have been
investigated. In suh a framework, mirowave imaging tehniques are very promising sine eletromagneti
elds at entimeter wavelenghts an penetrate non-ideal ondutor materials and are usually low power and
relatively inexpensive.
Reently, thanks to the development of eetive ultrawideband (UWB) hardware, wideband mirowave
imaging systems have been proposed. Compared to single-frequeny approahes, suh systems allow to
ollet a wider amount of information, sine the sattered eld an be measured at dierent frequenies in
the working bandwidth and/or in the time-domain. In order to take advantage of multi-frequeny data, signal
proessing plays a key role. Dierent tehniques ombining pre-proessing treatments and mirowave imaging
are urrently used to onstrut an image of a sene [3℄. In addition, time-reversal (TR) data proessing has
been reently employed in order to detet positions of the targets in a Syntheti-Impulse Mirowave Imaging
System (SIMIS) [4℄.
In suh a framework and within the GALILEO 2008 projet, the researh units, ELEDIA  Univ. Trento
and LEAT  Univ. Nie, are urrently involved in the integration of a SVM-based lassiation approah
in the SIMIS for the reonstrution of the position and the shape of targets. Suh a report is foused on the
desription of problem geometry as well as of the speiation of the SIMIS.
2 Desription of the Problem Geometry
A set of N irular ylindrial satterers with baryenters
(
Xobjn , Y
obj
n
)
, n = 1, ..., N , radius rn and height
hobjn , n = 1, ..., N are loated inside an investigation area DI . The n-th satterer is haraterized by the
dieletri properties (ǫr, σ)n, while the relative permittivity and the ondutivity of DI are ǫrD and σD,
respetively. The measurement system is loated outside DI as shown in Fig. 1 and onsists of a linear array
of M exponential tapered slot (ETS) antennas, equally spaed by s. Eah antenna an be used either as a
transmitter or a reeiver, so M2 measurements are available if all the possible ombinations of emitting and
reeiving antennas are onsidered. In partiular, when the m-th antenna is both transmitter and reeiver
the S11(f) reetion parameter is measured, otherwise the transmitting parameter S21(f) is olleted in the
frequeny range fmin < f < fmax. Alternatively, an extra antenna an be used as transmitter while the
3
array elements at as reeivers. The main advantage of the seond onguration is that dierent emitting
antenna typologies and positions an be employed without aeting the reeiving system. However, in suh
a ase only M S21(f) parameters are available.
The measurements are performed both with and without the satterer in order to obtain dierential data,
wherein the ontribution of the environment is removed by subtration.
As for the speiations of the SIMIS, the system ollets the sattering measurements by means of
M = 8 ETS antennas working in the frequeny band between fmin = 1.4GHz and fmax = 20GHz (Fig.
2). Eah antenna an be employed as a transmitting and reeiving devie by means of two eletromehanial
mirowave 1-to-M multiplexers. A two-port vetor network analyzer provides RF signal to the transmitting
antenna and measures reetion and trasmission S parameters.
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Fig. 1 - Geometry of the measurement system.
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Fig. 2 - Prototype of the SIMIS radar.
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